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Abstract.
The complex-mass scheme (CMS) provides a consistent framework for dealing with unstable
particles in quantum field theory and has been successfully applied to various loop calculations. As
applications of the CMS in chiral effective field theory we consider the form factor of the pion in
the time-like region and the magnetic moment of the Roper resonance.
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INTRODUCTION
Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) is an established low energy effective field theory of
QCD in the vacuum sector [1, 2]. While the problem of including the nucleon and the ∆
in this approach has been resolved [3], the treatment of other states is more complicated.
A solution to the problem of inclusion of unstable particles in chiral EFT is provided
by the complex-mass scheme (CMS) [4, 5]. As an application of CMS the mass and
the width of the ρ meson and the Roper resonance have been considered [6, 7]. In this
contribution we present the results for the form factor of the pion in the time-like region
up to q2 ∼ 1GeV2 and the magnetic moment of the Roper resonance up to O(q3).
PION FORM FACTOR
We start with the effective Lagrangian of pions and ρ mesons given as [6]
L =
F2
4
Tr
[
DµU (DµU)†
]
+
F2
4
Tr
[
χU† +Uχ†
]
+
M2 + cxTr [χ+]/4
g2
Tr
[
(gρµ − iΓµ)
(
gρµ − iΓµ
)]
− 1
2
Tr
[
ρµνρµν
]
+ idxTr
[
ρµν Γµν
]
−
√
2
2
fV Tr
{
ρµν f µν
}
+ · · · , (1)
where dots stand for terms with more derivatives/fields and
U(x) = u2(x) = exp
[
iΦ(x)
F
]
, DµA = ∂µA− ivµ A+ iAvµ ,
χ+ = M2(U† +U), ρµ = ρaµ
τa
2
, Γµν = ∂µ Γν −∂ν Γµ +[Γµ ,Γν ],
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FIGURE 1. Electromagnetic form factor of the pion. Left panel - extracted from τ−→ ντ pi−pi0 decay,
data - from Ref. [11]. Right panel - extracted from e+e−→ pi+pi−, data - from Ref. [12]. The dashed lines
show the results of the tree diagrams and the solid lines of the tree plus one-loop diagrams respectively.
Γµ =
1
2
[
u†∂µu+u∂µu†− i
(
u†vµ u+uvµu†
)]
,
ρµν = ∂ µ ρν −∂ ν ρµ − ig [ρµ ,ρν ] ,
fµν = u(∂µvν −∂ν vµ)u†+u†(∂µvν −∂νvµ)u . (2)
Here F is the pion-decay constant in the chiral limit, M is the pion mass at leading-order,
vµ and aµ are the external vector and axial vector fields and M2 = 2g2F2 [8, 9, 10].
In the following we use the CMS as renormalization scheme. To determine the chiral
order of a diagram we consider all possible flows of the external momenta through the
internal lines and determine the chiral order for each flow: Pion propagators which do
not carry large momenta are counted as O(q−2), and those carrying large momenta -
as O(q0), vector meson propagators not carrying large momenta - as O(q0), and those
carrying large momenta - as O(q−1). The pion mass counts as O(q1), the vector meson
mass - as O(q0) and the width - as O(q1). Vertices generated by L (n)pi count as O(qn).
On the other hand derivatives acting on heavy vector mesons are counted as O(q0). The
chiral order of the diagram is given by the smallest amongst the orders of different flows.
We have calculated tree and one-loop order contributions to the pion form factor
F(q2). After renormalization F(q2) is dominated by tree order diagrams with vector
meson exchange. We fitted the available parameters of the effective Lagrangian to the
pion form factor extracted from the τ−→ ντpi−pi0 decay. We also calculated the form
factor at tree order for the same values of the parameters by switching off the loop
contributions. Our results are plotted in the left panel of Fig. 1.
The ρ0−ω −A mixing plays an important role in describing the pion form factor
extracted from e+e− → pi+pi−. Within the QFT formalism the above mixing is taken
into account by solving the system of coupled equations for dressed propagators. We
take into account the ρ−ω−A mixing only at tree order. However we allow the mixing
parameters to become complex. By fitting the mixing parameters to the data we obtain
the results for the pion form factor plotted in the right panel of Fig. 1 together with the
experimental data and the form factor at tree order for the same values of the parameters.
MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE ROPER RESONANCE
The leading-order effective Lagrangian relevant for the calculation of the magnetic
moment at O(q3) is given by
L0 = ¯N (iD/ −mN)N + ¯R(iD/−mR)R
− ¯Ψµξ 32
[
(iD/−m∆)gµν − i(γµDν + γν Dµ)+ iγµD/ γν +m∆ γµ γν
]
ξ 32 Ψν . (3)
Here, N and R denote nucleon and Roper resonance fields and Ψν is the Rarita-
Schwinger field of the ∆ resonance. The covariant derivatives are defined as
Dµ H =
(
∂µ +Γµ − i v(s)µ
)
H ,
(
DµΨ
)
ν,i = ∂µΨν,i−2 iεi jkΓµ,kΨν, j +Γµ Ψν,i− i v
(s)
µ Ψν,i , (4)
where H stands either for the nucleon or the Roper resonance and u =
√
U .
Further interaction terms LR, LNR, and L∆R are constructed in analogy to Ref. [13]:
L
(1)
R =
gR
2
¯Rγµ γ5uµR , L (2)R = ¯R
[
c∗6
2
f+µν +
c∗7
2
v
(s)
µν
]
σ µνR+ · · · ,
L
(3)
R =
i
2
d∗6 ¯R
[
Dµ , f+µν
]
DνR+h.c.+2 id∗7 ¯R
(
∂ µ v(s)µν
)
DνR+h.c.+ · · · ,
L
(1)
NR =
gNR
2
¯Rγµγ5uµN +h.c., L (1)∆R =−g∆R ¯Ψµ ξ
3
2 (gµν + z˜γµ γν)uν R+h.c. ,
uµ = i
[
u†∂µu−u∂µ u†− i
(
u†vµu−uvµu†
)]
,
v
(s)
µν = ∂µv(s)ν −∂νv(s)µ , f+µν = u fµνu† +u† fµνu, fµν = ∂µ vν −∂ν vµ − i[vµ ,vν ] (5)
and gR, gNR, g∆R, c∗6, c∗7, d∗6 , d∗7 are unknown coupling constants and we take z˜ =−1.
We renormalize loop diagrams by applying the CMS and use the standard power
counting of Ref. [14]. Following Ref. [15], we parameterize the vertex function as
√
ZR w¯i(p f )Γµ(p f , pi)w j(pi)
√
ZR = w¯i(p f )
[
γµ F1(q2)+
iσ µν qν
2mN
F2(q2)
]
w j(pi) ,
(6)
where q = p f − pi, mN is the mass of the nucleon, and w¯i and w j denote ”Dirac spinors”
with complex masses z. To O(q3) the vertex function Γµ(p f , pi) obtains contributions
from three tree diagrams and fourteen loop diagrams. We obtain F1(0) = (1+ τ3)/2
and the power-counting-violating loop contributions to the magnetic form factor are
absorbed in the couplings c∗6 and c∗7. The tree order result for κR = F2(0) is given by
κ treeR = 2mN
(
c∗7
2
+ τ3 c
∗
6
)
. (7)
The estimated value of the loop contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment is
κR = (0.055+0.090 i)− (0.223+0.156 i)τ3 (8)
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FIGURE 2. One-loop contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the neutral(left) and the
charged(right) Roper resonances as functions of the pion mass M. The solid and dashed lines indicate the
real and imaginary parts, respectively.
and Fig. 2 shows the loop contribution as a function of the lowest-order pion mass M.
SUMMARY
We have presented the results for the form factor of the pion and the magnetic mo-
ment of the Roper resonance in the framework of chiral EFT with resonances. Taking
into account the ρ0−ω−A mixing at tree level and by fitting the parameters of the La-
grangian a satisfactory description has been obtained for form factors obtained both from
τ−→ ντpi−pi0 and e+e−→ pi+pi−. While no measured value of the magnetic moment of
the Roper resonance is available, our expressions could be used in lattice extrapolations.
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